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Abstract
While a persuasion network has been proposed, little is known about how network connections between brain regions contribute
to attitude change. Two possible mechanisms have been advanced. One hypothesis predicts that attitude change results from
increased connectivity between structures implicated in affective and executive processing in response to increases in argument
strength. A second functional perspective suggests that highly arousing messages reduce connectivity between structures
implicated in the encoding of sensory information, which disrupts message processing and thereby inhibits attitude change.
However, persuasion is a multi-determined construct that results from both message features and audience characteristics.
Therefore, persuasive messages should lead to specific functional connectivity patterns among a priori defined structures within
the persuasion network. The present study exposed 28 subjects to anti-drug public service announcements where arousal, argument strength, and subject drug-use risk were systematically varied. Psychophysiological interaction analyses provide support
for the affective-executive hypothesis but not for the encoding-disruption hypothesis. Secondary analyses show that video-level
connectivity patterns among structures within the persuasion network predict audience responses in independent samples
(one college-aged, one nationally representative). We propose that persuasion neuroscience research is best advanced by considering network-level effects while accounting for interactions between message features and target audience characteristics.
Key words: persuasion; functional connectivity; elaboration likelihood model; fMRI; public service announcements

Introduction
By most accounts, the modern scientific investigation of persuasion dates back to the Second World War when scholars
such as Lasswell, Hovland and Lazarsfeld sought to understand
how propaganda influenced attitudes and motivated behavior
change (Rogers, 1994). Since, eight decades of research have
yielded a nuanced understanding of the mechanisms that
underlie the persuasion process. Indeed, a large body of work
has illuminated how structural message characteristics and

argumentation contribute to message persuasiveness among
different audiences (e.g. Petty and Cacioppo, 1986).
However, only recently have investigators sought to understand the neural basis of persuasive message processing. One
of the earliest studies used functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI) to evaluate the ways in which American and
Korean audiences evaluated text- and video-based persuasive
messages (Falk et al., 2009). The results demonstrated that structures commonly implicated in social, affective and executive
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processing are recruited while evaluating persuasive messages.
Today, the literature has developed such that a structural consensus is emerging. A synthesis of 20 persuasion-neuroscience
studies implicated structures involved in reward processing,
self-reflection, social pain, executive processing, and salience
detection as key components of the so-called persuasion network
(Kaye et al., 2016).
Despite reference to a persuasion network, the majority of
work in this domain has in fact ignored network structure and
has instead used the traditional mass-univariate approach that
addresses questions of how much activity is elicited within different brain regions (but not how those regions interact with
one another; Friston, 1994; 2011).
However, cognitive neuroscience has increasingly come to
recognize that a complete understanding of how psychological
processess (including persuasion) are instantiated in the brain
requires studying the brain at the network level (Bassett and
Gazzaniga, 2011; Bullmore and Sporns, 2012; Petersen and
Sporns, 2015; Weber et al., 2015; Bassett and Sporns, 2017;
Cooper et al., 2017). Accordingly, prominent calls have forcefully
advocated that our understanding of the neural basis of psychological processes can only advance by moving beyond
‘blobology’ (e.g. Poldrack and Farah, 2015) and adopting a networked perspective. Applying this perspective to the persuasion
network requires analytical procedures that illuminate the
task-modulated relationship between one network structure
and another (Friston, 2011). To date, a small handful of persuasion neuroscience studies have addressed this issue using psychophysiological interaction analyses (PPI; Friston et al., 1997).
Among these, two (not necessarily incompatible) functional
views of the network connectivity patterns that underpin persuasion are beginning to emerge. Each is briefly summarized
below.

Affective-executive hypothesis
Ramsay et al. (2013) proposed a mechanism where evaluations
of persuasive messages are modulated by affective and executive processing. In their study, among both non-drug and drug
users, strong argument strength (AS) persuasive messages
yielded increased functional connectivity between left inferior
frontal gyrus (lIFG, a putatively ‘executive’ region) and the
amygdala (AMY, a putatively ‘affective’ region) and insula compared to weak AS messages. A related study among smokers
observed a negative relationship between structures commonly
implicated in affective and executive processing in response to
aversive anti-smoking (and therefore self-relevant) images
compared to aversive but not self-relevant images (DinhWilliams et al., 2014). Specifically, a seed region of interest (ROI)
in the lIFG showed negative connectivity with the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), medial prefrontal cortex (MPFC), precuneus,
and insula. This connectivity pattern suggests that issue
involvement modulates the way in which audiences process a
persuasive message, such that smokers engage in defensive
processing in an attempt to down regulate negative feelings
associated with a threatening message. Unfortunately, this
study did not include a non-smoking comparison group so it
is difficult to fully integrate this finding with the study by
Ramsay et al. Nevertheless, these two results account for key
variables known to modulate persuasion, specifically AS and
audience issue-involvement (Petty and Cacioppo, 1986) and
show that each variable contributes to different neural processing patterns.
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Similarly, a study by Cooper et al. (2017) examined connectivity patterns in sedentary individuals in response to (individually
relevant) messages promoting physical activity and found that
connectivity strength between a subregion within the MPFC
and ventral striatum (VS) and AMY during message exposure
predicted decreases in sedentary behavior. Taken together,
these three studies provide converging evidence that affectiveexecutive processing underlies attitude and behavior change.

Encoding-disruption hypothesis
The previous studies evaluated variables such as AS and issue
involvement. At the same time, message sensation value (MSV;
a measure of message arousingness or intensity) has also been
hypothesized as a mechanism that can disrupt cognitive processing, thereby limiting the extent to which a persuasive message is encoded and ultimately recalled (e.g. Lang, 2006).
Experimental fMRI work has shown that low-compared to highMSV persuasive ads are better remembered, elicit increased
activity in temporal and prefrontal cortex, and correspond to
lower levels of occipital cortex activation (Seelig et al., 2014).
The same study also tested the hypothesis that increases in
MSV disrupt message encoding and therefore should result in
decreased functional connectivity between structures implicated in sensory processing and message encoding. The results
were ambiguous in that a negative relationship was observed
between inferior lateral occipital cortex (iLOC) and the middle
temporal (MTG) and inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) regardless of
variation in MSV, although, this negative relationship was
weaker when MSV was low. One possible explanation for this
finding is that audience characteristics modulate audience reactions to MSV. For instance, Wang et al. (2014) show that
increases in MSV lead to approach tendency among high-risk
audiences, whereas low-risk audiences show avoidance
responses.

The present study
As these studies indicate, and a large body of theoretical and
empirical evidence demonstrates, issue involvement modulates
persuasive message processing (Petty and Cacioppo, 1986). The
literature shows that being at-risk for drug use constitutes a
form of issue involvement where those that are at higher-risk
for using a drug hold stronger counter-attitudinal views when
presented with an anti-drug message compared to those that
are at lower-risk (Cappella et al., 2003). This increases the probability that at-risk, and therefore issue-involved, audiences
engage in defensive message processing (i.e. counterarguing)
when presented with a counter attitudinal message. This defensive processing makes it difficult to use self-report measures to
identify which messages are likely to result in attitude or behavior change (Weber et al., 2013, 2014). Identifying what message
features contribute to attitude change among this audience is
critically important.
Unfortunately, our understanding in this area is incomplete.
Of the four fMRI PPI studies to-date, two only evaluate at-risk
participants (Dinh-Williams et al., 2014; Cooper et al., 2017). The
remaining two studies (Ramsay et al., 2013; Seelig et al., 2014)
include both not-at-risk and at-risk participants in their samples, however, they do not consider the different ways each risk
group processes persuasive messages. Furthermore, each of
these studies has focused narrowly on just one aspect of persuasive messages (e.g. MSV, AS).
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Importantly, theoretical and empirical evidence demonstrates that each of these variables interacts with issue involvement which leads to different message evaluations (Weber
et al., 2013). These different evaluations correspond to differences in neural processing (Weber et al., 2014) with real-world
implications. Specifically, neural activity in the middle frontal
gyrus (MFG) and superior temporal gyrus (STG) among issueinvolved audiences is predictive of message evaluations among
independent samples.
Moreover, not one of these four studies has been subject
to empirical replication. In this study, we attempt to replicate
and extend the encoding-disruption and affective-executive
hypotheses by examining the degree to which they are influenced by audience issue involvement. Should the affectiveexecutive hypothesis be true, we expect that a seed ROI in the
MPFC will show network connections with AMY and VS (Cooper
et al., 2017) while a seed ROI in the IFG should show connectivity
with AMY, ACC, MPFC, precuneus, and insula (Ramsay et al.
2013; Dinh-Williams et al. 2014), particularly when argument
strength or self-relevance is high. By comparison, the network
model proposed by the encoding-disruption hypothesis indicates that a seed ROI in the iLOC should show stronger connectivity with the MTG and IFG when MSV is low.
Accordingly, our study interrogates network models proposed in the literature while extending these models to include
seed ROIs that have shown to differ by issue involvement (i.e.
MFG, STG; Weber et al., 2014).
This extension is motivated by the fact that we currently
lack a firm understanding of how message and audience characteristics modulate functional connectivity within the persuasion network and how this network connectivity contributes
to message evaluation, let alone attitude or behavior change.
Further, and as others have pointed out elsewhere, much of the
persuasion neuroscience literature is data-driven in nature
(Vezich et al., 2016) which adds additional complications when
trying to map neural processing to specific cognitive functions.
To address these gaps, we draw on the Elaboration Likelihood
Model (ELM), which argues that message features (i.e. MSV, AS)
interact with issue-involvement to modulate persuasive message processing (Petty and Cacioppo, 1986). To test these relationships, subjects at high- and low-risk for drug use were
exposed to anti-drug public service announcements (PSAs) that
varied systematically along MSV and AS dimensions. We show
that (i) neural processing among high- and low-risk audiences
corresponds to distinct network connectivity patterns and (ii)
that these patterns provide support for the affective-executive
hypothesis but not also for the encoding-disruption hypothesis.
Furthermore, we modify the brain-as-predictor approach
(Berkman and Falk, 2013) to identify how brain-network patterns for individual PSAs predict of message perceptions.
Results from this network-as-predictor analysis demonstrate
that variation in connectivity at the individual video level is predictive of perceived anti-drug messages’ effectiveness in two
independent samples (one college age, one nationally representative), further suggesting that there is utility in examining the
neural underpinnings of persuasion at the network level.

Methods
Previous reporting and general method
The subjects, materials, measures, experimental procedures,
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) scanner parameters, and pre-processing pipeline used in this study are reported
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by Weber et al. (2014). Briefly, the imaging data reported herein
were pre-processed using FEAT (fMRI Expert Analysis Tool v6.0)
from the Oxford Center for Functional MRI of the Brain (FMRIB)
Software Library (FSL v5.0) using a standard pipeline (Weber
et al., 2015). The study adopted a 2x2x2 mixed factorial design
which manipulated AS (high/low) and MSV (high/low) as
within-subjects factors and subject drug-use risk (high/low) as
between-subjects factors. A total of 28 subjects, split evenly
among high/low drug-use risk (assessed using the risk for marijuana use scale; Cappella et al., 2003), were exposed to 32 30-second anti-drug PSAs (drawn from the Annenberg School for
Communication at the University of Pennsylvania antidrug PSA
archive) and eight control conditions; four of which featured
PSAs where the video and audio had been scrambled (thereby
preserving luminosity, auditory levels, and low-level visual features such as cuts, but removing semantic meaning), and four
that showed a black screen with no visual or auditory features.
PSAs and control conditions were split evenly between two runs
in a counterbalanced order.
Subjects in the fMRI sample (henceforth referred to as MRIS)
were drawn from the undergraduate research pool at University
of California, Santa Barbara M(s.d.)age ¼ 20.3(1.5). Subjects did
not show any contraindication to fMRI scanning. All procedures
conformed to the Declaration of Helsinki and were approved by
the University’s Institutional Research Board. Subjects watched
each PSA while undergoing fMRI scanning. Participants provided a continuous response measure (CRM; not reported in this
manuscript) of message convincingness (not at all convincing—
very convincing) during the scanning session. After the fMRI
scan was complete, subjects were then exposed to the PSAs for
a second time in a session that took place outside of the scanner. Self-report measures were collected during this session.
Subjects rated each PSA on perceived argument strength (pAS;
Zhao et al., 2011) and perceived message sensation value (pMSV;
Kang et al., 2006).
Self-reported ratings of message effectiveness were evaluated using the perceived message effectiveness (PME) scale,
which has been shown to correlate highly with actual PSA effectiveness and behavior change (Dillard et al., 2007a,b; Bigsby
et al., 2013). These PME ratings were drawn from two independent studies where subjects rated PME for each PSA. The first
sample (henceforth referred to as IS1) was among 599 college
students M(s.d.)age ¼ 19.55(2.12), 73.8% female (Weber et al.,
2013). The second sample (IS2) was nationally representative of
adolescents in the United States (Kang et al., 2006). This sample
(n ¼ 601, Mage ¼ 15.30, range 12–18) was balanced across males
and females.

PPI analysis
Whole-brain functional connectivity patterns for a set of structures in the persuasion network were evaluated using a series
of PPI analyses (Friston et al., 1997). As discussed above, the seed
ROIs used in this study were selected a priori based on the
empirical literature. Seed ROIs were constructed in FSL by drawing a binary 5 mm sphere (in MNI152 space) around coordinates
previously reported in the literature and included the medial
prefrontal cortex (MPFC, 4, 56, 4; Falk et al., 2016), middle
frontal and superior termporal gyri (MFG, 38, 30, 34; STG, 56, 4,
18; Weber et al., 2014), IFG (46, 28, 12; Ramsay et al., 2013), and
inferior lateral occipital cortex (iLOC, 32, 70, 16; Seelig et al.,
2014). Time series data (PHYS) were extracted from filtered
functional data for each subject for each run within each seed
ROI by taking the arithmetic mean of all voxels within the
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corresponding binary mask. First-level PPI general linear models
(GLMs) were then fit separately using each seed ROI. Following
established guidelines (Cohen et al., 2003), each first-level GLM
included explanatory variables (EVs) that encoded experimental
conditions (i.e. MSV High > MSV Low, AS High > AS Low), control
conditions (C1 ¼ scrambled, C2 ¼ black screen), a PHYS EV, and
two- and three-way condition by PHYS interaction terms (equation 1).
PPI ¼ b1 MSV þ b2 AS þ b3 MSVxAS þ b4 PHYS þ b5 MSVxPHYS
þ b6 ASxPHYS þ b7 MSVxASxPHYS þ b8 C1 þ b9C2
þ b10 C1xPHYS þ b11 C2xPHYS þ b0 þ :

(1)

Following a hybrid generalized PPI approach (gPPI; McLaren
et al., 2012), contrasts were constructed between interaction EV
coefficients (e.g. AS  PHYS > C1  PHYS). Importantly, while the
full model was estimated, we deliberately do not consider the
MSV  AS  PHYS > C1  PHYS contrast. The reason is that the
sign of a three-way interaction does not have the same straightforward interpretation as a two-way interaction (where a positive sign indicates an increase and a negative sign a decrease in
connectivity). This renders any contrast of a three-way interaction EV coefficient nearly uninterpretable against a two-way
interaction EV coefficient. Still, the analysis and results are
appropriate given that we are replicating/extending existing
hypotheses (i.e. affective-executive, encoding-disruption) and
their analytical paradigms.
A second-level analysis then combined runs for each subject
in a fixed effects model. Finally, the interaction terms were analyzed in a series of third-level mixed effects models (FLAME 1;
Beckmann and Smith, 2004; Woolrich et al., 2004). Subject druguse risk (high/low) was specified as two groups in FSL’s FEAT
tool (which lets variance estimates differ between groups), and
then encoded using indicator variables. Contrasts at the thirdlevel assessed mean functional connectivity by risk group, as
well as in the high-risk > low-risk and low-risk > high-risk contrasts. A cluster-based procedure was applied to correct for
multiple comparisons (Worsley, 2001) with a cluster defining
threshold of Z ¼ 2.3 and a cluster extent threshold of P < .05. All
structural localizations were identified using FSL’s probabilistic
atlases and cross referenced with the Neurosynth database
(Yarkoni et al., 2011).

Network-as-predictor analysis
The previous section described a classic PPI analysis where
task-modulated neural activity in a seed ROI is fit to every other
voxel in the brain. Our network-as-predictor analyses had different aims, and a different analytical approach. Here, we
wanted to identify network connectivity patterns specific to
each PSA and the degree to which variation in these patterns
was predictive of PME in two independent samples. To do
this, we modified the brain-as-predictor analytical paradigm
(Berkman and Falk, 2013). Whereas earlier brain-as-predictor
studies used signal change in seed ROIs for each video (e.g. Falk
et al., 2012; Weber et al., 2014) to predict message effectiveness
in independent samples, we used connectivity parameter estimates (PEs) between seed and target ROIs. Our seed ROIs were
the same as those reported above in the PPI Analysis section
while target ROIs for the encoding-disruption and affectiveexecutive hypotheses were selected based on previous empirical results and therefore represent connectivity patterns that
have been reported in the literature. A full list of seeds and their
corresponding target ROIs can be found in Table 1.
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Table 1. Seed and Target ROIs used in the network-as-predictor
analysis
Structure

Laterality

Middle frontal gyrus
Superior parietal lobe
Angular gyrus
Inferior parietal lobe
Superior lateral occipital cortex
Superior lateral occipital cortex
Supramarginal gyrus
Superior parietal lobe
MFPC
Dorsomedial prefrontal cortex
Posterior superior temporal sulcus
Posterior superior temporal sulcus
Temporal pole
Temporal Pole
Ventrolateral prefrontal cortex
Inferior frontal gyrus seed
Amygdala
Lateral occipital cortex
Temporal occipital cortex
Inferior lateral occipital cortex
Inferior frontal gyrus
Middle temporal gyrus
Middle temporal Gyrus
Superior temporal gyrus
Posterior cingulate cortex
Precuneus
Primary somatosensory cortex
Superior parietal lobe

Right
Left
Right
Left
Left
Right
Left
Medial
Left
Left
Left
Right
Left
Right
left
Left
Left
Right
Left
Left
Left
Left
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right

Coordinates
38, 30, 34
40, 48, 48
46, 46, 38
44, 52, 52
30, 66, 42
34, 62, 50
56, 28, 40
0, 74, 52
4, 56, 4
10, 52, 44
56, 30, 8
68, 14, 6
56, 8, 18
60, 4, 16
52, 20, 2
46, 28, 12
26, 2, 18
48, 68, 16
42, 54, 22
32, 70, 16
46, 24, 0
54, 26, 4
44, 32, 2
56, 4, 18
10, 56, 32
8, 54, 48
38, 34, 52
28, 52, 58

Notes: Seed ROIs are shown in bold and target ROIs are listed. A 5 mm binary
spherical mask was drawn around each seed and target ROI. Coordinates are
shown in MNI152 space.

Said differently, this seed-target ROI-based analysis examined how each PSA video modulated functional connectivity
among a-priori defined structures within the persuasion network (for subjects in the MRIS sample) and the extent to which
this variation was predictive of PME-ratings for each PSA in two
large independent samples (IS1, IS2). To that end, a series of
gPPI models were constructed for each of the seed ROIs defined
above. The first-level models (one model for each subject for
each run for each seed ROI) included EVs that encoded each PSA
video and control condition (C1 ¼ scrambled, C2 ¼ black screen),
a PHYS EV, and then interaction terms (Equation 2). Contrasts at
the first-level followed a gPPI logic and were defined as:
VideoN  PHYS > C1  PHYS.
PPI ¼ b1 Video1 þ b2 Video2 þ . . . þ b16 Video16 þ b17 C1 þ b18 C2
þ b19 PHYS þ b20 Video1xPHYS þ b21 Video2xPHYS þ . . .
þ b35 Video16xPHYS þ b36 C1xPHYS þ b37 C2xPHYS þ b0 þ :
(2)
These contrasts of parameter estimates were then carried forward into two fixed-effects second-level analyses (one analysis
for each run). At the second-level, indicator variables encoded
subject drug-use risk (high/low). Planned contrasts evaluated
functional connectivity for each PSA by risk group. A 5 mm
binary spherical mask was drawn for each a-priori defined target ROI. Finally, FSL’s Featquery tool was used to extract median
functional connectivity parameter estimates (PEs) between seed
and target ROIs for each PSA for each of the second-level
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contrasts. These parameter estimates represent the strength of
functional connectivity between key structures in the persuasion network for each risk group, as modulated by each PSA.
We then computed a zero order correlation matrix to examine the relationship between PEs and PME ratings in our two
independent samples for each risk group. We considered PEs
that were significantly correlated with out-of-sample PME ratings as promising candidates in our network-as-predictor
regression models. The actual prediction regression models followed the analytical logic established in (Falk et al., 2012; Weber
et al., 2014) with one notable change: instead of transforming all
PEs and PME evaluations into ranks for each PSA and risk group,
we used the original unranked continuous data in our prediction models (making sure that no outliers were present).
Unranked data did not lead to any substantial differences (compared to ranked data) and in a few cases, our modified procedure was slightly more conservative (that is, it led to lower
prediction accuracies). As in (Falk et al., 2012; Weber et al., 2014)
our network-as-predictor analysis employed a step-wise regression procedure. In a first step we estimated baseline regression
models which included the self-reported PSA evaluations in our
MRIS sample that are known to be predictive from traditional
persuasion theory (pMSV, pAS, and the pMSV  pAS interaction). All self-report predictors were group mean centered to
reduce bias in predictor coefficients due to the inherent multicollinearity between main- and interaction-effect predictors.
We then included the brain network PEs as predictors in a second step. This procedure allowed us to identify the network
connectivity PEs that increased PME prediction accuracy above
and beyond self-reported PSA evaluations.

Results
The primary aims of this study were to evaluate (i) differences
in functional connectivity patterns between risk groups when
responding to anti-drug PSAs and (ii) whether these patterns
provide support the affective-executive and encodingdisruption hypotheses, and the degree to which network connectivity patterns unique to each PSA are predictive of PME ratings in two independent samples. We report on the whole-brain
PPI results as they relate to the affective-executive and
encoding-disruption hypotheses before turning to the networkas-predictor results.

PPI results
In this study, we constructed contrasts that encoded betweengroup comparisons as well as mean within-group connectivity
patterns. With the exception of just one case, between-group
comparisons did not survive statistical thresholding. Therefore,
primarily qualitatively different connectivity patterns emerged
by risk-group. Said differently, unless otherwise specified, differences reported are within risk-group and do not represent
the more stringent between risk-groups contrast. However, it is
worth noting that our analytic decision to contrast connectivity
patterns in each risk group by an active control, and then contrast the resulting group-level PEs against each other is conservative and makes it more difficult to detect group-level
differences. A less-conservative approach would have been
to contrast group-level connectivity patterns without also
accounting for an active baseline.
However, this would make it more difficult to distinguish
between functional connections simply associated with watching a PSA (and are therefore driven by low-level audiovisual
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features), and those that account for the semantic content of a
PSA. For clarity, we split the reporting of our PPI results according to the different hypotheses they address.
Affective-executive hypothesis. This hypothesis argued that differences in AS should modulate functional connectivity between
structures implicated in affective and executive processing, and
that these connectivity patterns should differ by issueinvolvement. Accordingly, and consistent with existing literature, the results presented in this subsection correspond to the
AS  PHYS > C1  PHYS contrast. When seeding from the MPFC
(Table 2, Figure 1) among high-drug risk subjects, the MPFC
showed functional connections with the dorsoanterior insula,
central operculum, temporal pole, putamen (dorsal striatum)
and orbitofrontal cortex (OFC). For subjects in the low-drug risk
group, the MPFC showed connections with the inferior parietal
lobe (IPL), primary somatosensory cortex, supramarginal gyrus,
superior frontal gyrus, and pre-motor cortex.
For low-risk subjects, the MFG (Table 3, Figure 2) showed
bilateral connectivity with the superior lateral occipital cortex
(sLOC), IPL, and anterior intra-parietal sulcus. Results did not
survive thresholding among high-risk subjects. Similarly, significant results were not observed for the STG seed for either riskgroup. Lastly, we were unable to replicate previous findings
(Ramsay et al., 2013; Dinh-Williams et al., 2014) as significant
results were not observed when seeding from the IFG seed for
either the high- or low-drug risk groups.
Encoding-disruption hypothesis. When seeding from the iLOC
(Table 4, Figure 3) for the MSV  PHYS > C1  PHYS contrast,
both high- and low-drug risk subjects showed connections with
MTG, superior lateral occipital cortex, OFC, and superior frontal
gyrus. In general, these iLOC connections with temporal cortices
do not conform to the encoding-disruption hypothesis (Seelig
et al., 2014) which predicts that high MSV should lead to lower
connectivity between occipital and temporal cortices.
Furthermore, significant group differences were observed for
the high- > low-drug risk contrast. High-drug risk subjects
showed iLOC connectivity with the central operculum, amygdala, dorsal striatum (both putamen and caudate nucleus), and
MFG.

Network-as-predictor results
Of the video-wise seed-target connectivities (PEs) evaluated in
this study, four were significantly correlated with PME in our
independent samples (Table 5). In the stepwise regressions,
which adjusted each PE for both the effect of the self-report
baseline predictors (pMSV, pAS, and pMSV x pAS) and each of
the other PEs in the model, only MFG-SPL PEs significantly
improved out-of-sample prediction accuracy. Therefore, we
only report these results below.
The baseline models using self-reported PSA evaluations in
our MRIS sample to predict PSA PME in two independent large
samples (IS1 and IS2) were significant. For IS1 the prediction
accuracies were R2 ¼ 23.9% (F ¼ 4.24, P ¼ 0.014; all accuracies are
reported as adjusted R2) for the high-drug risk group and
R2 ¼ 49.9% (F ¼ 11.31, P < 0.001) for the low-drug risk group. For
IS2, the accuracies were R2 ¼ 36.6% (F ¼ 6.95, P < 0.001) for the
high-drug risk group and R2 ¼ 62.7% (F ¼ 18.35, P < 0.001) for the
low-drug risk group. None of the models violated any central
assumptions of the general linear model.
As described above, adding the MFG-SPL PEs to the baseline
model in a stepwise regression increased out-of-sample
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Table 2. Psychophysiological interaction results when seeding from the medial prefrontal cortex
Structure
ASxPhys > CtrlxPhys
High-risk subjects
Dorsoanterior insula
Temporal pole
Putamen (dorsal striatum)
Frontal operculum
Frontal operculum
Dorsoanterior insula
Putamen
Orbitofrontal cortex
Central operculum
Central operculum
Low-risk subjects
Inferior parietal lobe
Primary somatosensory cortex
Supramarginal gyrus
Supramarginal gyrus
Superior frontal gyrus
Premotor cortex
Inferior parietal lobe
Inferior parietal lobe
Inferior parietal lobe
Supramarginal gyrus
Supramarginal gyrus
MSVxPhys > CtrlxPhys
High-risk subjects
Central operculum
Precentral gyrus
Dorsoanterior insula
Precentral gyrus
Central operculum
Putamen (dorsal striatum)
Low-risk subjects
Inferior parietal lobe
Supramarginal gyrus
Inferior parietal lobe
Inferior parietal lobe
Primary somatosensory cortex
Anterior intra-parietal sulcus
Ventrolateral prefrontal cortex
Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex
Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex
Ventrolateral prefrontal cortex
Orbitofrontal cortex
Orbitofrontal cortex
Inferior parietal lobe
Supramarginal gyrus
Anterior intra-parietal sulcus

Laterality

Cluster size

Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Left
Left
Left
Left

1930

Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left

2451

1781

1096

Max Z-score

Coordinates

3.73
3.65
3.46
3.26
3.26
3.25
3.46
3.45
3.32
3.17

38, 8, 4
56, 8, 0
28, 6, 4
42, 18, 0
42, 24, 0
44, 8, 4
32, 2, 2
44, 20, 8
46, 6, 0
48, 0, 4

3.68
3.43
3.38
3.37
3.17
3.02
3.87
3.86
3.86
3.58
3.43

58, 34, 44
36, 34, 42
38, 38, 42
62, 24, 30
20, 6, 68
30, 20, 66
60, 40, 36
62, 30, 32
62, 36, 34
68, 28, 26
66, 30, 40

Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left

1017

3.67
3.61
3.39
3.05
2.99
2.96

50, 2, 8
52, 4, 10
32, 20, 4
60, 4, 4
48, 6, 4
32, 0, 0

Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Left
Left
Left

3063

4.61
4.01
3.86
3.84
3.43
3.35
3.99
3.84
3.66
3.38
3.37
3.34
4.06
4.02
2.94

58, 36, 42
62, 24, 32
54, 50, 44
48, 46, 50
46, 32, 48
40, 42, 42
40, 58, 2
38, 58, 12
40, 52, 18
46, 54, 4
40, 48, 10
22, 36, 18
62, 36, 32
62, 30, 40
42, 44, 44

1579

1480

Notes: Results are cluster corrected for multiple comparisons with the cluster defining threshold set at Z ¼ 2.3 and a cluster extent threshold of P < 0.05 and coordinates are
shown in MNI152 space. Structures with a value in the cluster size column represent the peak Z-score while all others correspond to local maxima within the cluster.

prediction accuracy. Specifically, for the high risk-drug group,
functional connectivity between MFG and the SPL increased the
prediction accuracy in IS1 from R2 ¼ 23.9% to R2 ¼ 35.1%
(F ¼ 5.18, P ¼ 0.003), an increase of 11.2% points in this traditionally difficult-to-predict target group. In IS2, the prediction accuracy increased from R2 ¼ 36.6% to R2 ¼ 43.3% (F ¼ 6.93, P < 0.001)
which is an increase of 6.7% points. In contrast, in the low-drug
risk group, none of the functional connectivity PEs was able to
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increase the out-of-sample prediction accuracy significantly
beyond self-report data, for either IS1 or for IS2. These results
are summarized in Figure 4.

Discussion
In order to advance the persuasion neuroscience literature, the
analyses reported in the present study were designed to identify
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Fig. 1. Psychophysiological interaction results when seeding from the medial prefrontal cortex. The figure shows the AS x PHYS > Scrambled Control x PHYS contrast
for (A) high-risk and (B) low-risk subjects. Results are cluster corrected for multiple comparisons with the cluster defining threshold set at Z ¼ 2.3 and a cluster extent
threshold of P < 0.05. The red circle represents the seed ROI.

Table 3. Psychophysiological interaction results when seeding from the middle frontal gyrus
Structure
ASxPhys > CtrlxPhys
Low-risk subjects
Superior lateral occipital cortex
Inferior parietal lobe
Superior lateral occipital cortex
Primary somatosensory cortex
Anterior intra-parietal sulcus
Anterior intra-parietal sulcus
Anterior intra-parietal sulcus
Inferior parietal lobe
Superior lateral occipital cortex
Superior lateral occipital cortex
Superior lateral occipital cortex
Inferior parietal lobe
MSVxPhys > CtrlxPhys
Low-risk subjects
Superior lateral occipital cortex
Superior lateral occipital cortex
Inferior parietal lobe
Anterior intra-parietal sulcus
Inferior parietal lobe
Inferior parietal lobe
Anterior intra-parietal sulcus
Anterior intra-parietal sulcus
Inferior parietal lobe
Central precuneous
Superior lateral occipital cortex

Laterality

Cluster size

Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right

1678

Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right

999

2142

1803

Max Z-score

Coordinates

3.61
3.53
3.34
3.32
3.30
3.29
3.53
3.44
3.12
3.09
3.08
3.08

26, 64, 38
54, 28, 38
26, 72, 60
44, 42, 60
32, 44, 44
40, 46, 46
44, 46, 36
64, 46, 54
32, 62, 40
40, 62, 60
32, 64, 54
42, 56, 58

3.77
3.73
3.60
3.60
3.47
3.40
3.85
3.70
3.51
3.26
3.23

38, 62, 42
26, 64, 38
44, 48, 52
38, 50, 48
44, 54, 52
56, 28, 40
46, 44, 38
40, 50, 34
46, 46, 54
8, 78, 58
28, 74, 54

Notes: Results are cluster corrected for multiple comparisons with the cluster defining threshold set at Z ¼ 2.3 and a cluster extent threshold of P < 0.05 and coordinates
are shown in MNI152 space. Structures with a value in the cluster size column represent the peak Z-score while all others correspond to local maxima within the cluster.

the message-feature by issue-involvement interactions that
contribute to persuasion-related neural processes, particularly
among high-drug subjects. This is the critical advance
necessary if we wish to design effective messages that
motivate attitude change among this difficult-to-reach audience. To that end, this discussion section primarily focuses on
network connectivity patterns among our high-drug risk
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subjects. However, important differences among low-drug risk
subjects, particularly as they relate to earlier findings, are also
discussed.
Two functional perspectives currently exist on the patterns
of network connectivity that underpin persuasive message
processing. The first argues that persuasive messages rely on
affective-executive processing where network connectivity may
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Fig. 2. Psychophysiological interaction results when seeding from the middle frontal gyrus. The figure shows the AS x PHYS > Scrambled Control x PHYS contrast for
(A) high-risk and (B) low-risk subjects. Results are cluster corrected for multiple comparisons with the cluster defining threshold set at Z ¼ 2.3 and a cluster extent
threshold of P <0.05. Note: No activations survived thresholding for high-risk subjects. The red circle represents the seed ROI.

Table 4. Psychophysiological interaction results when seeding from the inferior lateral occipital cortex
Structure
ASxPhys > CtrlxPhys
High-risk subjects
Inferior temporal gyrus
Caudate Nucleus (Dosral Striatum)
Superior lateral occipital cortex
Inferior temporal gyrus
Dorsomedial prefrontal cortex
Superior lateral occipital cortex
Subcallosal cortex
Subcallosal cortex
Orbitofrontal cortex
Orbitofrontal cortex
Ventromedial prefrontal cortex
Cerebellum
Cerebellum
Cerebellum
Low-risk subjects
Angular gyrus
Superior lateral occipital cortex
Middle temporal gyrus
Middle temporal gyrus
Middle temporal gyrus
Superior lateral occipital cortex
Orbitofrontal cortex
Ventrolateral prefrontal cortex
Orbitofrontal cortex
Ventrolateral prefrontal cortex
Middle frontal gyrus
Dorsomedial prefrontal cortex
Superior frontal gyrus
Middle frontal gyrus
Superior frontal gyrus
Superior frontal gyrus
Cerebellum
MSVxPhys > CtrlxPhys
High-risk > low-risk subjects
Central operculum
Amygdala
Putamen (dorsal striatum)
Central operculum
Caudate nucleus (dorsal striatum)
Middle frontal gyrus

Laterality

Cluster size

Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Right
Left
Left
Left
Right
Right
Right

8636

2012

1203

Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Right

3275

Left
Left
Left
Left
Right
Right

1178

2596

2427

2427

1762

1097

Max Z-score

Coordinates

4.16
4.10
3.98
3.78
3.59
3.59
3.86
3.86
3.64
3.59
3.45
4.06
3.64
3.17

46, 38, 10
8, 4, 10
36, 64, 18
44, 0, 38
2, 46, 40
50, 66, 16
10, 16, 20
6, 14, 18
8, 60, 14
32, 30, 8
8, 70, 6
24, 72, 34
42, 68, 40
40, 70, 32

4.07
4.02
3.97
3.91
3.75
66
3.64
4.09
4.03
3.77
4.08
3.39
3.31
3.31
3.29
3.23
4.46

44, -52, 26
46, 66, 36
62, 34, 10
60, 52, 4
56, 38, 4
58, 62, 28
40, 42, 14
52, 34, 10
42, 32, 16
28, 64, 0
32, 12, 52
6, 42, 36
14, 32, 50
38, 24, 38
10, 30, 52
20, 22, 56
24, 74, 42

3.15
3.09
2.89
2.73
3.20
2.95

34, 8, 16
22, 8, 8
24, 10, 8
48, 0, 8
12, 12, 20
36, 16, 28
(Continued)
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Table 4. (Continued)
Structure
High-risk subjects
Inferior temporal gyrus
Middle temporal gyrus
Middle temporal gyrus
Superior lateral occipital cortex
Inferior lateral occipital cortex
Superior lateral occipital cortex
Cerebellum
Cerebellum
Superior lateral occipital cortex
Cerebellum
Temporal occipital fusiform cortex
Caudate nucleus (dorsal striatum)
Orbitofrontal cortex
Orbitofrontal cortex
Orbitofrontal cortex
Temporal pole
Superior frontal gyrus
Superior frontal gyrus
Paracingulate cortex
Paracingulate cortex
Dorsomedial prefrontal cortex
Low-risk subjects
Superior frontal gyrus
Superior frontal gyrus
Orbitofrontal cortex
Orbitofrontal cortex
Middle frontal gyrus
Middle frontal gyrus
Middle temporal gyrus
Angular gyrus
Middle temporal gyrus
Middle temporal gyrus
Middle temporal gyrus
Superior lateral occipital cortex
Cerebellum
Orbitofrontal cortex
Orbitofrontal cortex
Orbitofrontal cortex
Ventrolateral prefrontal cortex
Orbitofrontal cortex
Ventrolateral prefrontal cortex

Laterality

Cluster size

Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left

3905

Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Right
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left

3035

2926

1108

3388

2928

1782
1310

Max Z-score

Coordinates

4.05
4.01
3.91
3.74
3.74
3.62
4.33
4.30
4.08
3.86
3.72
4.10
3.89
3.45
3.36
3.32
3.17
3.03
3.01
3.01
2.87

46, 38, 10
50, 44, 6
58, 6, 28
38, 62, 18
40, 62, 4
52, 68, 18
20, 76, 36
38, 72, 42
44, 60, 22
42, 66, 24
42, 54, 12
6, 2, 10
32, 30, 8
44, 48, 16
26, 52, 6
20, 12, 32
4, 24, 54
6, 46, 36
6, 36, 34
4, 40, 32
12, 52, 44

4.11
4.08
3.97
3.94
3.83
3.77
4.08
4.03
3.90
3.82
3.81
3.72
4.34
4.78
4.62
4.48
4.06
3.87
3.85

26, 20, 54
12, 32, 52
32, 64, 8
24, 66, 0
32, 20, 50
34, 8, 54
60, 32, 8
44, 54, 26
66, 32, 6
50, 38, 4
46, 46, 2
48, 70, 36
38, 78, 42
42, 30, 20
40, 34, 16
50, 30, 12
48, 44, 12
36, 46, 18
48, 50, 2

Notes: Results are cluster corrected for multiple comparisons with the cluster defining threshold set at Z ¼ 2.3 and a cluster extent threshold of P < 0.05 and coordinates
are shown in MNI152 space. Structures with a value in the cluster size column represent the peak Z-score while all others correspond to local maxima within the cluster.

Fig. 3. Psychophysiological interaction results when seeding from the inferior lateral occipital cortex. The figure shows the MSV x PHYS > Scrambled Control x PHYS
contrast for (A) high-risk and (B) low-risk subjects. Results are cluster corrected for multiple comparisons with the cluster defining threshold set at Z ¼ 2.3 and a cluster
extent threshold of P <0.05. The red circle represents the seed ROI.
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Table 5. Pearson correlations between PEs and PME in IS1 (college
students) and IS2 (nationally representative adolescents)
1
High-risk subjects
1 IS1 PME
1
2 IS2 PME
0.935**
3 MPFC/TP
0.257
4 MFG/AG
0.365*
5 MFG/SPL
0.385*
6 STG/PSC
0.146
Low-risk subjects
1 IS1 PME
1
2 IS2 PME
0.896**
3 MPFC/TP
0.170
4 MFG/AG
0.009
5 MFG/SPL 0.049
6 STG/PSC
0.230

2

3

1
0.323
0.286
0.337
0.184

1
0.204
0.270
0.062

1
0.024
0.036
0.042
0.374*

4

1
0.043
0.083
0.207

5

1
0.695**
0.254

6

1
0.376*

1

Fig. 4. Network-as-predictor results for high-risk subjects. A stepwise regression
model was constructed where self-reported pMSV, pAS, and their interaction

1
0.922**
0.176

1
0.184

was entered in the first step and MFG-SPL connectivity parameter estimates
(PEs) were entered in the second step. This analysis shows the unique contribu-

1

tion of self-report and network-connectivity PEs to overall prediction accuracy
of perceived message effectiveness in two independent samples (IS1 and IS2).

Correlation is significant at the *P ¼ 0.05 level (two-tailed) and **P ¼ 0.01 level
(two-tailed).

be up- or down-regulated depending on whether audiences find
the message convincing (Ramsay et al., 2013; Cooper et al., 2017)
or choose to engage in defensive processing (Dinh-Williams
et al., 2014). Another (but not necessarily competing) view
argues that persuasive messages that are too arousing disrupt
sensory-encoding network connectivity, thereby inhibiting
message processing (Seelig et al., 2014). While informative, these
studies manipulate just one of the many factors known to play
a role in message processing (i.e. issue involvement, MSV, AS).
In the present study, we draw on the ELM which characterizes
persuasion as a multi-determined process where features of a
message (i.e. MSV, AS) are modulated by issue involvement. By
better specifying the interactions between these factors, we find
continued support for the affective-executive hypothesis, particularly among high-risk subjects. By comparison, we fail to
replicate earlier findings related to the encoding-disruption
hypotheses. Furthermore, we show that the strength of these
network connections is predictive of PME in two independent
samples. We turn our attention to these findings, and their
implications, below.

The affective-executive hypothesis
For nearly all seed ROIs we see qualitative differences in neural
processing by risk-group. Previous work has observed that AS
and issue involvement together modulate functional connections between regions commonly activated in affective and
executive processing (Ramsay et al., 2013; Dinh-Williams et al.,
2014). While we are unable to replicate earlier findings using an
IFG seed, other results observed in the AS  PHYS > C1  PHYS
contrast provide support for this hypothesis. For instance, when
seeding from the MPFC among high-drug risk subjects, we see
connectivity with structures implicated in salience (dorsoanterior insula) and consummatory reward (putamen, orbitofrontal
cortex) processing. It is also interesting to note that, while the
iLOC seed was evaluated to test the encoding-disruption
hypothesis, connectivity patterns with the amygdala and dorsal
striatum (unique to high-drug risk subjects) provide additional
support for the role of affect in message evaluation (we return
to this point below).
One question that remains is why our results in this contrast
do not perfectly map onto findings from earlier studies. Two
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Results are not shown for the low-risk group as the inclusion of network-connectivity PEs did not significantly improve prediction accuracies.

possible explanations exist. First, our task was more of a conceptual rather than a direct replication. One difference is that
our subjects continuously rated each PSA using a CRM, whereas
participants passively watched messages in earlier studies. This
difference may have subtly influenced the way audiences
engaged with the message. This is particularly true for the
Dinh-Williams et al. study (2014), which provided evidence that
at-risk subjects cognitively disengaged from the messages. By
comparison, our task required slightly more message engagement compared to passive watching, which according to the
ELM, should result in counterarguing (a form of defensive processing) among issue-involved subjects.
A second difference may be attributed to neural development. Ramsay et al. conducted their study among adolescents
who have important neuropsychological differences from
adults in the amygdala, prefrontal cortex, and striatum
(Tottenham and Galván, 2016). Evidence shows that the
strength of functional connections between affective and executive regions while watching videos featuring smokers (Do and
Galván, 2016) or when viewing graphic warning labels on cigarette packages (Do and Galván, 2015) influences short-term
craving impulses differently among adolescents compared to
adults.
At the same time, we also know that many of these developmental changes persist into early adulthood. While our participant group was older than those reported by Do and Galván
(2015, 2016) and Ramsay et al. (2013), the brains (and underlying
network connections) of college students might still be undergoing developmental changes. That our network-as-predictor
results were more accurate among the adolescent sample (compared to the college sample) provides some evidence for this
view. Teasing apart these developmental differences in processing, and exactly when they occur, is an important future direction as persuasion strategies that are effective among adults
may have different impacts among adolescents.
More broadly, a number of studies implicate MPFC activity in
successful persuasion (for a review, see Falk and Scholz, 2018).
The MPFC seed ROI we used was centered on a sub-region of
the MPFC implicated in positive subjective valuation during
persuasive message processing (Cooper et al., 2017). When
seeding from this region among high-risk subjects in the
AS  PHYS > C1  PHYS contrast, we see connectivity with
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dorsal striatum structures, particularly the putamen. This connectivity pattern is worth further consideration as it might, on
first glance, seem to contradict findings from Cooper et al. who
characterized MPFC connectivity with the ventral striatum as
being associated with positive subjective valuation. Here, we
return to meta-analytic results to help clarify this pattern. The
ventral striatum region used by Cooper et al. (2017) corresponded to the peak meta-analytic voxel by Bartra et al. (2013).
However, these meta-analytic results also indicate that subjective valuation extends more broadly within the striatum,
including into more dorsal regions such as the putamen.
Accordingly, our MPFC connectivity patterns with the putamen
are not inconsistent with the view that persuasion requires
message receivers to evaluate the positive outcomes associated
with behavior change. These findings also extend this view to
implicate the striatum more broadly in the persuasion process.
Still, we do not directly replicate MPFC connectivity with ventral striatum among either our high- or low-risk subjects as
observed in Cooper et al. (2017). This may be driven, at least in
part, by our choice of stimuli and experimental task. Cooper et al.
employed a positive intervention where subjects were encouraged
to mentalize ways in which they might enact lifestyle changes
that would lead to positive health outcomes. Accordingly, it is not
unexpected that their task engaged the ventral striatum as this
structure is heavily implicated in reward anticipation (O’Doherty
et al., 2004), particularly as related to the calculation or reward/
effort tradeoffs associated with goal-directed behavior (Botvinick
et al., 2009; Kool et al., 2013). By comparison, our stimuli were consistent with more typical anti-drug PSAs which underscore the
negative consequences associated with drug use.

The encoding-disruption hypothesis
One surprising area where we see similarities between riskgroups is in network connectivity patterns between occipital
and temporal cortices. Contrary to previous findings (Seelig
et al., 2014), when seeding from the iLOC in the
MSV  PHYS > C1  PHYS contrast, we see connectivity with
MTG for both risk groups, with high-risk subjects also showing
connectivity with inferior temporal gyrus (ITG). As has been
argued elsewhere (Weber et al., 2013), even though MSV may be
quite useful for capturing the attention of high sensationseeking, high drug-risk audiences, this can backfire if these
audiences are then required to process a counter-attitudinal
message.
When seeding from the iLOC, we see an important group difference where high-risk but not low-risk subjects show functional connectivity with regions implicated in affective and
salience processing including AMY, dorsal striatum (both putamen and caudate), and central operculum. We interpret these
results as further evidence that message strategies that rely
solely on MSV may not be effective among counter-attitudinal
target audiences. This interpretation is further supported by our
self-reported pMSV evaluations. In prediction models that use
our self-reported PSA evaluations in our MRI sample to predict
PME in two independent, large samples of adolescents and
freshman college students, pMSV was consistently the weakest
(and most non-significant) predictor.

The video-specific network connections that underpin
message effectiveness
To recapitulate our network-as-predictor results, we found that
MFG-SPL connectivity significantly improved predictions of per-
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video ratings in two independent samples, exclusively within
our high-drug risk group. Next, we consider how this result
relates to the results of our ELM-based whole-brain PPI analyses, in which we did not observe any significant modulation in
MFG-SPL connectivity by either MSV or AS for either risk group.
Practical implications. The degree to which MSV and AS interact
with subject specific drug use risk to modulate brain network
connectivity patterns in response to anti-drug messages helps
advance our mechanistic understanding of the persuasion process, but practitioners, public-health officials, and message
designers have a different need. They are looking for principled
yet data-driven ways to identify which anti-drug PSAs are most
effective among difficult to reach high-risk target audiences.
Unfortunately, traditional self-report measures either misidentify which messages are most effective (e.g. Falk et al., 2012), or
generate so little variability as to make identifying effective
PSAs all but impossible (e.g. Weber et al., 2013). The brain-aspredictor analysis and our network-as-predictor extension, was
designed to help solve this problem by asking if there are connectivity patterns in the brain that explain additional variance
in message-effectiveness evaluations above and beyond selfreport data. Such an analysis relies on the following logic: (i)
identify network connectivity patterns that systematically vary
by risk group, (ii) identify what message features drive this variability, (iii) use this information to improve out-of-sample predictions in high-risk target audiences, and (iv) use this
information for message selection.
While our study and results conform to this general logic,
points #2 and #3 are worth considering further. This study
hypothesized (and found) that MSV and AS interact with issue
involvement to modulate persuasion network connectivity patterns. However, we did not observe MFG-SPL connectivity in
either the MSV  PHYS > C1  PHYS or AS  PHYS > C1  PHYS
contrasts. This suggests that, even though the MFG and SPL are
commonly implicated in the persuasion neuroscience literature
(for a synthesis, see Kaye et al., 2016), regardless of risk-group,
connectivity patterns between these structures do not seem to
be systematically modulated by MSV, or AS. It seems that some
other feature of the PSAs used in this study influences MFG-SPL
connectivity, and this feature appears to matter. We return to
this idea again in the ELM section below.
Point #3 is focused on improving out-of-sample prediction
accuracy. While MFG-SPL PEs allow for better PME prediction
among high-risk subjects for both IS1 and IS2, they fall short of
what has been achieved in other brain-as-predictor analyses.
Weber et al. (2014) show that measures of within-ROI signal
change in the MFG and SPL contribute to prediction accuracies
as high as 59%. Falk et al. have shown similar accuracies for the
MPFC (e.g. 2012; 2016). If we believe that persuasion is a
network-level process, then we should expect that capturing
network information should improve prediction accuracies
above and beyond self-report and signal change (as has been
shown in Cooper et al., 2017). Indeed, exploratory analyses on
our dataset show that, in models including both signal changes
and connectivity PEs, the inclusion of connectivity PEs no longer
significantly improved adjusted R2. One possible methodological reason for this finding could be that our functional connectivity parameter estimates were drawn from relatively small
ROIs that were based on previous studies in the literature and
not from meta-analyses such as Neurosynth (Yarkoni et al.,
2011) or even an independent localizer task, as is also common
in the persuasion neuroscience literature (Falk et al., 2015).
Combined with the facts that PPI analyses are quite sensitive to
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the accurate selection of seed regions and that the increased
number of parameters in a model reduces statistical power
(Friston et al., 1997; O’Reilly et al., 2012), it is possible that our PEs
simply contain higher levels of noise. This coupled with the
additional analytical effort required to conduct a PPI analysis
suggests that, for now, message designers may still be better
suited by using the traditional brain-as-predictor approach
which is based on simple BOLD signal change parameters.
Mechanistic implications. We know from previous research that
the MFG is an important structure implicated in counterarguing
processes, particularly among high-drug risk subjects (Weber
et al., 2014). Further, the fact that activity in this structure is
commonly observed across a number of studies suggests that it
is a core component of the persuasion network (e.g. Chua et al.,
2009; Falk et al., 2010; Ramsay et al., 2013). We also know that the
MFG is implicated in processing audiovisual narratives (Wilson
et al., 2008) like the PSAs used in this study. However, a recent
study investigating intersubject correlations (ISC) among both
high- and low-risk subjects viewing health-message PSAs, did
not observe ISCs in this region (Imhof et al., 2017). To be clear,
we are not arguing that the absence of a statistically significant
result implies no effect. But it does suggest that there is something important about the MFG that emerges in group-level
GLMs and at the individual video level, but does not systematically vary for ISCs or group-level PPIs. Identifying what message
features contribute to MFG activity in future studies is important both for our mechanistic understanding of the persuasion
process as well as for message designers looking for practical
ways of improving anti-drug campaigns.
More broadly, while this study replicates and extends our
understanding of connectivity patterns between structures
within the persuasion network, the PPI analyses employed
herein and in previous studies are not without limitation. Most
notably, PPI only considers the way in which a task modulates
connectivity between one seed ROI and all other regions in the
brain. Such a one-to-many connectivity analysis necessarily
oversimplifies the true network architecture. In fact, it is
entirely likely that dynamic connections between multiple ROIs
within the network better characterize the persuasion process.
Recent advances in the application of graph theory to neuroimaging data (e.g. Bassett and Sporns, 2017) provide an analytical approach for interrogating these complex dynamics. Two
immediate next-steps can help resolve ambiguity about network structure and dynamics. First, hypothesis driven analyses
should construct sparse graphs where nodes in the graph represent recurrent structures within the persuasion network. At the
same time, more data-driven approaches based on a wholebrain parcellation (e.g. Glasser et al., 2016) may illuminate as of
yet undiscovered network typologies. New toolboxes, particularly as implemented in both Python Abraham et al. (2014) and
Matlab (Rubinov and Sporns, 2010; Sizemore and Bassett, 2017),
should help advance research in this area.
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using an ELM framework are largely absent from the persuasion
neuroscience literature.
Accordingly, much of the language used to describe the neural processes that underpin persuasion are not framed using
ELM-consistent language; in-fact many test single- and not
dual-process models (such as the ELM) of persuasion (for more
detail, see Vezich et al., 2016). In an effort to draw linkages
between these literatures, we might re-frame the cognitive
processes identified with the ELM to be more consonant with
the persuasion neuroscience literature. Explained in these
terms, message features and issue-involvement modulate
affective responses that motivate executive processing strategies. The results reported within this manuscript, as well as
across a number of studies (Kaye et al., 2016) largely support this
view.
For instance, affective processing associated with subjective
value is well-known to motivate executive processing and
behavior (for a review, see Braver et al., 2014) and studies implicating subjective value in persuasion (e.g. Cooper et al., 2017;
Falk and Scholz, 2018) provide additional clarity as to what
might be driving this motivational response. At the same time,
our network-as-predictor analysis identified variation in individual videos that was not captured by ELM-relevant variables
(i.e. MSV, AS) but still predicted message perceptions in independent samples. This suggests possible extensions to the ELM.
Falk et al. (2009) implicated social processing in persuasion,
and the literature to-date extends this into additional areas
including reward processing, self-reflection, social pain, and
salience detection (Kaye et al., 2016). Another possible explanation lies in the ways audiences process narratives (Slater and
Rouner, 2002). Recent work shows that audiences with different
initial beliefs interpret narratives in rather different ways, and
that these differences are driven by similar or dissimilar activation in a variety of structures, including the right MFG (the seed
ROI we used in our network-as-predictor analysis; for further
details, see Yeshurun et al., 2017). These studies hint at factors
that underpin individual differences in processing and suggest
future directions for ELM-based research.
On a more critical note, one limitation on much of the persuasion neuroscience research, including the present study, is
that it largely relies on a ‘magic bullet’ logic where a single
exposure to a single message should result in persuasion. In
today‘s media landscape, individuals are often exposed to the
same (or even competing) messages multiple times across different channels. And, even with these multiple exposures, we
know that changing attitudes and behaviors is nontrivial.
Addressing these challenges requires longitudinal work focused
on how plasticity in attitudes and behaviors corresponds with
neurobiological changes. There is some work on this, particularly among smoker populations (Berkman et al., 2011; Falk et al.,
2011), but these studies still utilize a one-shot fMRI session.
Admittedly, longitudinal fMRI work is both costly and slow, but
repeated measures are necessary if we wish to understand how
message dynamics modulate neural dynamics and behavior
over time.

Returning to the ELM
The ELM (Petty and Cacioppo, 1986) makes the case that message features interact with individual differences to shape motivation and ability to process a message. Different message-byaudience interactions determine if audiences (i) choose to process a message deeply or superficially and (ii) if this processing is
biased (e.g. counterarguing, message disengagement) or not.
With two exceptions (Weber et al., 2014; Imhof et al., 2017), tests
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Conclusion
Although no meta-analysis currently exists, the persuasion
neuroscience literature has grown to a point that the same
regions consistently emerge across a number of studies (Kaye
et al., 2016). However, our study shows important qualitative differences in connectivity patterns by risk group. These results
are bolstered by their predictive-validity. Specifically, these
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network connections are predictive of how independent audiences process the message. This suggests that careful work is
needed to identify and tailor (Noar et al., 2007) messages for specific and narrowly defined target audiences. This point is particularly important given that recent evidence demonstrates that
individual differences in message encoding and social network
structure predict persuasive message outcomes (Pegors et al.,
2017). In the past, traditional message channels (e.g. broadcast
television) made such fine-grained tailoring difficult. However,
with the advent of social media and other Internet channels,
micro-targeting strategies have become increasingly feasible.
Future work should seek to identify how specific message components interact with theoretically relevant individual differences in order to increase message effectiveness.
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